Apraxia caused by left hemispheric stroke typically impairs skilled sequential movements. After stroke, apraxic patients need to reacquire motor skills by motor learning. The current study assessed for the first time incidental motor sequence learning in apraxic patients. Forty-eight human subjects (henceforth called "patients") with left hemispheric stroke affecting the middle cerebral artery territory (18 with apraxia and 30 without apraxia) and 17 age-matched healthy controls were tested on a visuomanual serial reaction time task. Subjects performed four blocks consisting of repetitions of a complex six element sequence containing ambiguous pairwise transitions before a new and unfamiliar sequence was introduced in block 5. Reaction time (RT) disadvantages in this fifth block indicated incidental sequence-specific motor learning. The intentional retrieval of the learned motor knowledge was assessed subsequently with a free recall task. Voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM) was performed to investigate for the first time the lesion correlates of deficits in learning and retrieving sequential motor knowledge. Despite generally prolonged RTs, apraxic patients showed sequence-specific motor learning as could be observed in nonapraxic patients and healthy controls. However, apraxic patients showed reduced intentional retrieval of the learned sequence. VLSM revealed that impaired intentional retrieval of motor sequence knowledge resulted from dorsal premotor cortex lesions. Apraxic patients showed a dissociation of preserved incidental motor (sequence) learning and deficient intentional retrieval of this incidentally learned motor knowledge. The data suggest that novel approaches for treating apraxia should focus on incidental motor learning, but that automatic rather than intentional retrieval strategies should be enforced.
Introduction
Apraxia, a disorder of motor cognition and frequent consequence of left hemispheric stroke, is often considered a deficit of learned movements (Rothi and Heilman, 1997; Leiguarda and Marsden, 2000) . To date, few studies have examined motor learning in apraxic patients, although apraxic patients rely on motor learning processes when trying to reacquire a movement during rehabilitation. Heilman et al. (1975) reported significant learning of a simple motor skill (keeping a stylus on a rotary disc), although the improvement disappeared after a 15 min break (Heilman et al., 1975) . Further studies showed that apraxic compared with nonapraxic stroke patients have deficits in intentionally learning sequences of meaningless hand postures (Motomura et al., 1989) or meaningful gestures (Rothi and Heilman, 1984; Faglioni et al., 1990) . To further elucidate the role of motor learning in apraxia, the current study examined for the first time in left hemisphere stroke patients how apraxia affects incidental motor sequence learning and intentional retrieval thereof by means of the serial reaction time (SRT) paradigm and voxel-based lesionsymptom mapping (VLSM). The SRT paradigm assesses incidental motor sequence learning by performance measures; in addition a subsequent free recall task allows assessing intentional retrieval of the incidentally learned motor sequence (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987; Keele et al., 2003) . Because of its spatial component and the opportunity to isolate a sequence-specific learning effect, the SRT paradigm is well suited for the investigation of apraxic patients who clinically present with spatial (Poizner et al., 1990; Clark et al., 1994) as well as sequential errors (De Renzi et al., 1983; Harrington and Haaland, 1992; Buxbaum and Schwartz, 1998; Weiss et al., 2008) . The neural substrate underlying motor learning deficits in apraxic patients was revealed by quantitative VLSM, thereby extending previous studies adopting the SRT paradigm to stroke patients (Pohl and McDowd, 2006; Orrell et al., 2007) , which performed no or only descriptive lesion analysis.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Forty-eight patients (age range: 21-77 years; 31 male, 17 female) suffering from a single (first ever) unilateral stroke affecting the left mid-dle cerebral artery territory (two patients had a stroke additionally affecting the left anterior cerebral artery territory) and 17 healthy, agematched controls (age range: 41-73 years; 8 male, 9 female) were enrolled after giving written informed consent. The study was performed in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) and approved by the local ethics committee of the Medical Faculty, RWTH Aachen University. Patients were recruited prospectively during the subacute phase (8 -90 d poststroke) or chronic phase (Ͼ90 d poststroke) after stroke. All patients and subjects were right handed (Oldfield, 1971) . Patients were divided into two groups depending on the presence or absence of apraxia as assessed by standard neuropsychological tests: tests of imitating meaningless (1) hand positions or (2) finger configurations (Goldenberg, 1996) , (3) pantomiming the use of objects or actually using (4) single or (5) multiple objects (De Renzi et al., 1968; Hartmann et al., 2005) were used. Patients were classified as apraxic if they scored below the cutoff on at least one of these tests. Classification resulted in a group of 30 patients without apraxia and a group of 18 patients with apraxia. In the group of apraxic patients, the majority of patients (n ϭ 12) suffered from both an imitation deficit (as revealed by a deficit in either imitation test) and a pantomime (or object use) deficit (as revealed by a deficit in at least one of the three following: pantomime of object use, actual object use (of single objects), or complex object use). Five patients showed an isolated imitation deficit, and one patient suffered from an isolated pantomime deficit (without imitation deficits and preserved actual object use). Note that we purposely refrain from using terms like ideomotor apraxia or ideational apraxia as the different apraxia definitions/classifications are currently under debate (Goldenberg, 2008) . Rather, we describe the clinical motor deficits of the patients (impaired gesture imitation, pantomiming, and object use). The following clinical scores were assessed in both patient groups: Token Test (De Renzi and Vignolo, 1962) ; Medical Research Council (MRC) paresis scale for the affected hand (Medical Research Council of the United Kingdom, 1978) , action research arm test (Lyle, 1981) ; modified Rankin scale (Rankin, 1957) ; and the Corsi block tapping test (Schellig, 1997) . For a summary of clinical and demographic data of the three study groups (i.e., controls, and patients with and without apraxia), please see Table 1 . Statistical lesion analyses adopting VLSM were used to identify lesion sites associated with hemiparesis and different apraxic symptoms (Fig. 1A) . Subcortical lesions including the internal capsule were associated with degree of paresis (Verdon et al., 2010) . Lesions of the inferior and superior parietal cortex were associated with deficits in imitating hand postures, while deficits in imitating finger configurations were associated with inferior parietal regions and additional smaller frontal lesions. Furthermore, lesions in temporal and parietal regions led to object use deficits. These results are in accordance with previous neuropsychological and imaging studies (Hermsdörfer et (Goldenberg, 2003) . This may be due to the fact that many different areas within a widely distributed left hemispheric network are critically involved in pantomiming the use of objects (Rumiati et al., 2004; Hermsdörfer et al., 2007) . Therefore, it is conceivable that the current patient sample was not large enough to reveal a clear lesion-symptom association in the VLSM analysis of the pantomime scores as it needs more statistical power to reveal the association of a lesion pattern (consisting of many different areas) with a given symptom (i.e., pantomime deficit) than, for example, to reveal a circumscribed lesion site as the inferior parietal cortex for hand gesture imitation deficits (Hermsdörfer et al., 2001; Mühlau et al., 2005; Goldenberg and Karnath, 2006) .
Experimental setup, task, and procedure. Task and equipment of the original SRT paradigm (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987) were adopted for the purpose of testing stroke patients. Using presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, version 12.1), visual stimuli (black Xs) were subsequently presented at one of three possible horizontally aligned positions on a white screen. All patients and controls were asked to respond as quickly and accurately as possible with their nondominant (i.e., left) hand by pressing the large button of a custom-made response board spatially congruent with the current stimulus. Stimuli remained visible until the subject responded (fixed response stimulus interval of 500 ms). The experiment comprised six blocks with blocks 1-4 and 6 containing the same and block 5 containing a different six item sequence with the same item frequency (Hoffmann and Koch, 1998) . Importantly, subjects were not informed about the sequential order. Six item sequences were used to keep the duration of the experiment short, in view of the patients. Despite their relative shortness, the sequences were difficult to learn because of their first-and higher-order redundancies (see below). Five repetitions of the sequence per block yielded a total of 30 trials per block. Between blocks, the German word "PAUSE" ‫-(‬ break) indicated a short break. After 10 s, the color of the word PAUSE changed from black to red, signaling that the experiment continued within 2 s. Altogether, completion of the entire SRT task took no longer than 7 min for any of the subjects. After completion of the task, the amount of (incidentally) learned motor knowledge that subjects were able to retrieve intentionally was assessed by a standardized, structured interview and a free recall test. First, subjects were asked whether they had recognized something during the experiment. Second, if subjects did not mention having recognized a sequence they were asked more specifically whether they believed that stimuli had been presented randomly or followed a repetitive sequence. If subjects still denied having recognized a sequence they were informed about the sequential order and then asked to freely recall the six item sequence, indicating their answer by pressing the respective buttons. Explicit knowledge of the sequence was parameterized as the longest continuous series of button presses that matched the actual sequence.
Design. The experiment examined incidental motor sequence learning and intentional retrieval thereof in left hemisphere stroke patients with and without apraxia as well as in healthy age-matched controls. Two different six element sequences with "ambiguous" serial transitions (Cohen et al., 1990) were used: 1-3-2-3-1-2 and 3-1-3-2-1-2, with 1 representing the left, 2 the middle, and 3 the right stimulus location. The two sequences were counterbalanced across subjects in each group, meaning that both sequences equally often served as the sequence to be learned (block: 1-4, 6) or new sequence (block: 5). Two sequences with similar first-and higher-order redundancies were used to prevent the sequencespecific learning effect from being confounded by differences in sequence structure as it occurs with (pseudo-) random sequences (Reed and Johnson, 1994; Hoffmann and Koch, 1998) . Thus, in both sequences the frequency of all possible stimulus positions was the same, and both sequences contained the same number of reversals (e.g., 313) as well as the same transition probabilities. To anticipate the next response, subjects had to keep in mind at least the two preceding items.
A reaction time (RT) decrease from block 1 to block 4 indicates that learning occurs. As it is possible that this effect merely reflects habituation to the execution of the motor task rather than knowledge about the sequence, the sequence-specific learning effect was isolated in the RT difference of the block containing the new sequence (block 5) and the average RT of its preceding and succeeding block (learned sequence: (Schellig, 1997) . blocks 4 and 6). Block 6 was included to rule out that an RT disadvantage in block 5 was simply caused by fatigue effects.
Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were performed with the statistical software package SPSS 18. As dependent variables were normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), parametric methods with Bonferroni correction were applied. After rejection of error trials, the median RT per block was calculated for each individual subject. Based on the individual median RTs, the mean RT across subjects was calculated for each block. Moreover, a learning score was computed for each subject by subtracting the average of the median RT of blocks 4 and 6 (learned sequence) from the median RT of block 5 (new sequence).
Lesion mapping. Lesion analyses were based on 43 patients (14 apraxic and 29 nonapraxic patients) who had a clinical computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan suitable for lesion mapping [the remaining scans were not available (n ϭ 3) or deemed insufficient (n ϭ 2)]. All lesions were mapped using the free MRIcron software (http:// www.cabiatl.com/mricro/mricron/index.html) and were drawn manually on slices of a T1-weighted template MRI scan (ch2) provided by MRIcron. Lesions were mapped onto axial slices that corresponded to the z-coordinates from Ϫ42 to ϩ78 in steps of 5 mm. MRIcron was used to perform statistical VLSM (Bates et al., 2003; Rorden et al., 2007) , which avoids grouping patients according to lesion site or behavioral cutoff (Figure legend continues.) scores, but rather uses continuous behavioral and lesion information (Bates et al., 2003) . All analyses included only voxels that were damaged in at least 10% of the patients.
Results

SRT data
Overall error rates were not significantly different between groups (F (2,62) ϭ 2.091, p ϭ 0.132). The mean error rates across all blocks lay at Ͻ1% for all three groups (apraxic patients: 0.25%; nonapraxic patients: 0.63%; healthy controls: 0.13%) and 43 of 65 subjects made no errors at all. Due to this floor effect, error rates could not serve as a reasonable measure for the learning effect in the current study. Therefore, the statistical analyses of the SRT effect are confined to the reaction time data.
To analyze the general learning effect (within-subject factor: block 1 vs block 4) and the group effect (between-subject factor: patients with and without apraxia, healthy controls) a mixeddesign ANOVA was performed. A significant main effect of group (F (2,62) ϭ 10.04, p Ͻ 0.001) indicated general RT differences between groups. Post hoc t tests showed that apraxic patients were slower than nonapraxic patients (p Ͻ 0.01) and healthy controls (p Ͻ 0.001), while nonapraxic patients and healthy controls did not differ significantly (p ϭ 0.460) (Fig. 2) . The RT decrease from block 1 to block 4 was significant (F (1,62) ϭ 88.431, p Ͻ 0.001), whereas the interaction term was not (F (2,62) ϭ 1.004, p ϭ 0.372). (Figure legend continued. ) B, Lesion patterns of apraxic and nonapraxic patients and their relation to the area in the dorsal premotor cortex associated with impaired intentional retrieval of sequence items (in patients with unimpaired incidental sequence-specific learning). a, b, Lesion overlays of the patients with apraxia (n ϭ 14, a) and without apraxia (n ϭ 29, b). Color bars indicate the number of patients with a lesion in the region that is colored, respectively. c, A region within the dorsal premotor cortex was shown to be affected more often in apraxic compared with nonapraxic patients (areas marked with orange). The orange/yellow color bar indicates the extent (in percentage) to which a given region was more affected in patients with apraxia compared with those without apraxia. The orange areas displayed in c are those with a Ն40% difference between apraxic and nonapraxic patients. An overlapping region of the dorsal premotor cortex was associated with impaired intentional retrieval of sequence items in patients with proper incidental sequence-specific learning as revealed by VLSM (areas marked with blue, corrected for multiple comparisons by means of false discovery rate, p FDR Ͻ 0.05). For illustration purposes, the section of the slices at z ϭ 33 and z ϭ 38 (as indicated by the rectangles) showing the overlap within the dorsal premotor cortex was enlarged and depicted in part II. The blue color bar indicates the corresponding t values for the VLSM analysis..
Figure 2.
Average group RTs for the six blocks of the SRT paradigm. Average RT data with standard error bars for the apraxic patients (black diamonds), nonapraxic patients (dark gray triangles), and healthy control subjects (light gray squares) across the SRT paradigm. Blocks 1-4 and 6 contain the sequence to be learned, while block 5 (transfer block) contains another similar complex sequence. Note that all groups showed an unspecific practice effect (reaction times are significantly shorter in block 4 compared with block 1). More importantly, both patient groups and healthy controls showed similar sequence-specific motor learning (i.e., reaction time costs for block 5 compared with blocks 4 and 6).
To assess sequence-specific learning effects, a second mixeddesign ANOVA (within-subject factor block: block 5 vs average of block 4 and 6; between-subject factor group: patients with and without apraxia, healthy controls) was performed. Again, the main effect of group was significant (F (2,62) ϭ 8.932, p Ͻ 0.001) and post hoc t tests showed that apraxic patients responded more slowly than nonapraxic patients (p Ͻ 0.01) and healthy controls (p Ͻ 0.001), with no significant difference between the latter groups (p ϭ 0.456). However, sequence-specific motor learning occurred in all groups (significant main effect of the withinsubject factor "block": F (1,62) ϭ 25.042, p Ͻ 0.001; nonsignificant block by group interaction: F Ͻ 1). As apraxic patients scored worse on the Token Test (Table 1) , an additional analysis including these test scores as covariates was performed for the two patient groups, which revealed similar results. Additionally, a univariate ANOVA on the proportional learning scores (raw learning score divided by individual median RT of block 5 and multiplied by 100) was performed to control for the general RT differences. This ANOVA confirmed that the three groups did not differ significantly with respect to the magnitude of the sequence-specific learning effect (F Ͻ 1). Moreover, the proportion of patients showing a positive proportional learning score was very similar: apraxic patients: 77, 8%; nonapraxic patients: 76, 7%.
An additional mixed-design ANOVA (within-subject factor block: block 5 vs average of blocks 4 and 6; between-subject factor group: no apraxia, n ϭ 30; imitation and pantomime/object use deficit, n ϭ 12; and pure imitation deficit, n ϭ 5) was performed to evaluate the effect of the different apraxia subtypes on sequence-specific motor learning. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of block (F (1,44) ϭ 9.828, p ϭ 0.003) but no significant block-by-group interaction (F Ͻ 1), indicating that there was no significant difference in the sequence-specific motor learning among the three apraxia groups. As there was only one single patient with a pure pantomime deficit, this patient was not included in the subgroup analysis. This patient however, showed a positive SRT learning effect as well.
Free recall data
Explicit sequence knowledge was parameterized as the maximum number of sequence elements recalled in the correct order. Degree of explicit sequence knowledge differed significantly between groups (F (2,62) ϭ 3.522, p Ͻ 0.036). Post hoc t tests showed that patients with apraxia recalled significantly fewer items of the learned sequence (mean 2.67 Ϯ 2.06) than healthy controls (mean 4.35 Ϯ 1.32; p Ͻ 0.05). Patients without apraxia (mean 3.37 Ϯ 2.04) did not differ significantly from the other two groups (p Ͼ 0.05). As it seems possible that verbalization was used as a strategy to recall the learned sequence, the relationship between Token Test scores and the degree of intentionally retrievable sequence knowledge (maximal number of correctly retrieved sequence elements) was examined by assessing the correlation between these two variables. This correlation was not significant, with a correlation coefficient close to zero (r ϭ 0.06, p ϭ 0.707). Furthermore, it was examined whether differences in intentional retrieval were related to differences in visuospatial working memory span. Again, visuospatial working memory span was similar in all groups, as no significant group differences emerged for the Block Tapping Test (F (2,55) ϭ 2.352, p ϭ 0.105; means: 4.75 Ϯ 1.24, 5.28 Ϯ 0.89, and 5.41 Ϯ 0.62, respectively, for apraxic patients, nonapraxic patients, and control subjects). For nonapraxic patients, a significant positive correlation between the number of correctly reproduced items of the sequence and the magnitude of the learning scores emerged (r ϭ 0.424, p Ͻ 0.05), but not for apraxic patients (r ϭ 0.072, p ϭ 0.778). Similar correlation results were found for the proportional learning scores (nonapraxic patients: r ϭ 0.496, p Ͻ 0.01; apraxic patients: r ϭ 0.042, p ϭ 0.868). Due to a putative ceiling effect in the free recall test (all control subjects-with one exception-reproduced three or more items of the six item sequence), such correlation analysis was not meaningful for the healthy controls.
Lesion analysis
Lesion overlay plots of apraxic and nonapraxic patients are displayed in Figure 1B . Lesion size (i.e., the number of affected voxels) did not differ significantly (t (41) Ͻ 1). However, parts of the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) were more affected in apraxic than in nonapraxic patients (Fig. 1Bc, areas marked in orange) .
VLSM analysis was performed to reveal lesion sites associated with preserved incidental sequence-specific motor learning, but impaired intentional retrieval of the learned sequence knowledge (as observed in apraxic patients). This analysis, using the maximum number of sequence elements recalled in correct order as dependent variable, was restricted to patients who showed a learning score above average (n ϭ 18, 5 apraxic and 13 nonapraxic patients), indicating that proper sequence-specific learning, as a prerequisite for the explicit retrieval of sequence knowledge, had occurred. This analysis revealed parts of the PMd (Fig. 1Bc, areas marked in blue) . Note that these subregions of PMd overlap, at least in part, with the regions more often affected in apraxic compared with nonapraxic patients (see above) (Fig.  1Bc , areas marked in orange).
Discussion
The current study investigated for the first time in apraxic patients incidental motor (sequence) learning as well as intentional retrieval thereof by means of the SRT paradigm and VSLM. Despite generally prolonged response times, apraxic patients showed preserved incidental motor learning. In contrast, apraxic patients were impaired in intentionally retrieving the previously learned motor sequence. VLSM showed that lesions of PMd were associated with impaired intentional retrieval of sequence elements in patients with preserved incidental motor learning. Similar parts of the PMd were more affected in apraxic compared with nonapraxic patients. As apraxic patients showed preserved incidental sequence-specific motor learning, but a reduced capacity to intentionally retrieve this learned motor sequence knowledge, the lesion data suggest that lesions of the PMd are the neural substrate of this intentional retrieval impairment in apraxic patients. This dissociation in apraxic patients (i.e., preserved incidental motor learning but impaired intentional retrieval of incidentally learned motor knowledge) may have important clinical implications for the development of novel therapeutic strategies for apraxia.
To our knowledge, this is the first study examining the effect of apraxia on SRT learning in a large series of stroke patients. Moreover, this is the first investigation using VLSM to quantitatively reveal the neural substrates associated with motor learning deficits in apraxic patients. The finding that (implicit) motor learning on the SRT-task is preserved in apraxic patients is in line with a previous study reporting that apraxic patients showed a significant improvement of performance on a rotary pursuit apparatus when tested five times consecutively (Heilman et al., 1975) . Our results extend these findings by showing that not only simple motor skill learning, but also complex sequence-specific motor learning can be preserved in apraxic patients. This is in accordance with previous studies showing that (circumscribed) cortical lesions do not necessarily result in impaired SRT task performance (Koch et al., 2006; Pohl and McDowd, 2006; Orrell et al., 2007) .
Together, incidental motor learning mechanisms appear to be intact in patients with cortical lesions resulting in apraxia. Rather, group differences emerged with respect to the intentional retrieval of the learned motor sequence. That is, apraxic patients had reduced access to the structure of the incidentally learned sequence. Note that we purposely refrain from using the terminology of implicit versus explicit motor learning, referring to the level of awareness subjects have about the sequence. As the state of awareness is difficult to be assessed by objective parameters, we concentrated on incidental motor learning, defined by the fact that subjects are not informed about the learning aspect of the (SRT) task (Dienes and Berry, 1997) . Thus, motor learning is taking place incidentally and can be indirectly measured by objective behavioral parameters (i.e., RT differences). Moreover, the number of correctly retrieved items of the incidentally acquired motor sequence reflects the intentional access to the incidentally learned motor knowledge. Note that this objective parameter may well dissociate from the level of awareness documented in the structured postlearning interview; that is, awareness of the sequential pattern is not a necessary requirement for proper retrieval of the incidentally acquired motor sequence knowledge.
It remains to be tested whether the observed retrieval deficit in apraxic patients is restricted to (uncued) free recall tasks, or whether apraxic patients are also impaired in cued recall or recognition tasks. However, the apraxic dissociation of unimpaired incidental motor sequence learning, when responding to the visually presented stimuli, and impaired free recall of the respective motor sequence, is in accordance with the clinical observation that apraxic patients generally perform better when external cues are provided. Tests of pantomime, which provide fewer cues than actual object use, are more sensitive to reveal apraxia-specific deficits in stroke patients (Goldenberg et al., 2004; Weiss et al., 2008) .
Another relevant finding is the positive correlation between the number of sequence items reproduced in correct serial order and the magnitude of the sequence-specific learning effect in nonapraxic patients, which is in line with previous studies in healthy subjects reporting a more pronounced sequence-specific learning effect in subjects who retrieved a high number of sequence items (Eimer et al., 1996; Rüsseler and Rösler, 2000; Zirngibl and Koch, 2002) . In contrast, no such correlation was observed for apraxic patients. Thus, while apraxic patients were unimpaired in incidentally learning structured sequences, they failed when intentionally trying to access this motor knowledge. Note that the intentional retrieval of sequence elements in apraxic patients was significantly reduced only compared with healthy controls but not when being compared with nonapraxic patients with left hemisphere damage. Thus, one could argue that this pattern of results cannot exclude a nonspecific effect of lesion per se on intentional recall of motor sequence knowledge. However, the fact that there is also no significant difference between the recall scores of the patients without apraxia and those of the control subjects indicates that a left hemispheric lesion per se does not suffice to significantly impair the intentional retrieval of motor sequence knowledge. Together, the current results rather suggest that both aspects (i.e., the combination of a left hemisphere lesion and apraxia) are relevant.
VLSM revealed that lesions of the PMd were significantly associated with reduced intentional retrieval of incidentally learned motor knowledge. These PMd regions were more affected in apraxic vs nonapraxic patients. The data therefore suggest that the impaired intentional retrieval of incidentally learned motor knowledge in apraxic patients is caused by PMd lesions. Note that intentional retrieval of motor sequence knowledge involves internally selecting appropriate actions, converting a learned motor sequence into an explicit motor plan, and predicting forthcoming actions. Converging evidence from electrophysiological studies in monkeys and human functional imaging studies suggests that the PMd is involved in these motor cognitive processes. For example, lesions to the monkey PMd did not impair working memory processes per se but rather the conversion of a learned sequence into a motor plan (Ohbayashi et al., 2003) . Consistent with these data, visuospatial working memory was preserved in our apraxic patients despite their PMd lesions. Human functional imaging studies demonstrated an involvement of PMd in selecting appropriate actions (Schluter et al., 2001; Johansen-Berg et al., 2002) and predicting actions (Stadler et al., 2011) . Furthermore, left PMd was shown to be dominant for action selection, even for movements of the ipsilateral left hand (Schluter et al., 1998) .
In view of the study by Heilman et al. (1975) , in which motor improvement on the rotary pursuit apparatus in apraxic patients was reported to be extinguished after a 15 min break, future studies should also investigate whether the automatic retrieval of incidentally learned motor sequence knowledge can be preserved over longer retention intervals. Our data cannot answer this question as the break between blocks 4 and 6 was shorter than 2 min, but future studies could, for example, assess SRT task performance on consecutive days to investigate the retention of motor sequence knowledge in apraxia.
The findings of the current study have important implications for the development of novel treatment strategies of apraxia (Buxbaum et al., 2008; Dovern et al., 2011) . The data suggest that such strategies should include incidental motor learning and thereby make use of the remaining motor learning resources of patients with apraxia. Triggering implicit processing of motor information (e.g., by giving visual cues rather than verbal instructions) could provide a powerful tool to overcome intentional motor learning difficulties in apraxia.
